Setup for Rowriter
Go to Configuration by either method shown

First Method

ACCESS CONFIGURATION HERE

CLICK HERE FIRST
Alternate Method

OR YOU MAY OPEN CONFIGURATION HERE
A new page will open
Add a Supplier
Supplier Code and Name

Fill in Supplier Code and Supplier Name

Then click Save
NOW GO TO THE DROP DOWN AND SELECT THE SUPPLIER YOU ADDED
CONFIRM THESE RADIO BUTTONS AND SAVE
SELECT THE CORRECT INTERFACE - CHOICES ARE:
DST TURBOPARTS
DST MOTORCRAFT eCOUNTER
DST ACDELCO WIP

YOU MAY INSTALL eCOUNTER AND ACDELCO WIP SEPARATELY IF YOU LIKE
THIS WILL PUT BOTH LINKS IN ROWRITER

 THESE ARE ALWAYS SET TO DEFAULT
 WHEN DONE CLICK SAVE
AFTER CLICKING SAVE TWICE CLICK CANCEL THEN GO TO THE TOP RIGHT CORNER AND CLICK THE RED X TO CLOSE THIS WINDOW.
THE CATALOG TYPES YOU INSTALLED WILL BE IN THE CATALOG MENU - BE SURE TO RESET YOUR SCREEN RESOLUTION TO 1280X720 (INST. FOLLOW)
RIGHT CLICK YOUR SCREEN AND SELECT SCREEN RESOLUTION
SELECT 1280 X 720 AND CLICK -- APPLY, OK, AND KEEP CHANGES
TO INSTALL SMART ECAT
OPEN A REPAIR ORDER AND
CLICK THE LINK HERE
ONCE OPEN CLICK HERE
WHEN THIS BOX OPENS CLICK THE COVERAGE TAB

CLICK HERE NEXT

WHEN THIS BOX OPENS CLICK NEXT TO CREATE A NEW SUPPLIER
PUT IN SUPPLIER NAME

THEN CLICK NEXT
Covers are the manufacturers lines you want to see in the Parts, Interchange, and Tires catalogs. You can add or delete covers, change their viewing priority, and change the line codes used by the covers.

- Use system default coverage list
- Add/Modify coverage list manually
- Empty coverage list (Coverages to be added later)

Select the Empty coverage list option and then click Finish.
The Supplier Maintenance Wizard is now ready to do the tasks that were requested. Press the Perform Changes button to complete the tasks.

The tasks it will perform are:

1. Create new supplier named 'TRIPLE E PARTS'.
2. Set feature options as directed.
3. Use new coverage list created for this supplier.
4. Use default Category/Group list.
5. Use default group messages.

CLICK - THEN CLOSE SMART ECAT
REOPEN SMART ECAT AND CLICK CONFIGURE
1. Click the Coverage tab
2. Use the dropdown to select the coverage.
3. Select the supplier.
4. Use the arrow to move the supplier to match the coverage.
1. SELECT THE COVERAGE
2. CLICK THE DOWNLOAD AND/OR UPDATE COVERAGE
3. WHEN YOU RECEIVE THE MESSAGE THAT COVERAGE HAS BEEN UPDATED - CLICK OK - YOU ARE DONE

NOW GO TO CATEGORIES AND TEST YOUR INSTALLATION.